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Big Needles Chunky Knits 2016-09-01 get knitting in no time with big needles chunky knits and
learn to knit chunky jumpers and jackets for every occasion with super fast results with over 20 stylish
chunky knitting projects including ponchos cardigans sweaters hats and legwarmers big needles
chunky knits is the most inspirational guide to giant knitting big needles chunky knits is perfect for
people of all knitting ability whether you re a knitting novice or a seasoned stitcher from clear step by
step instructions on how to knit the perfect jumper to beautiful photography of the finished project big
needles chunky knits is with you every stitch of the way
Big Knits, Big Needles 2016-09-13 use giant needles and chunky weight yarn to make sweaters and
jackets in no time at all big knits big needles includes 20 step by step projects and a tutorial section on
the techniques of the basic stitches you need to know from a belted cardigan to a hooded toggle coat
your cold weather wear is about to get more trendy be inspired by the chic photography of the
sweaters and jackets and when you are feeling more confident take your projects one step further and
create matching beanies scarves and more with the help of 13 accessory patterns included in the book
whether you are a novice or an experienced knitter big knits big needles will give you rapid results and
the chic makeover your fall and winter wardrobe needs
Big Needle Knits 2015-10-08 explore the world of chunky knits with these fabulous contemporary
designs from knitting expert melanie porter melanie porter has long used giant needles for her knitting
creations and here she shares 35 stylish designs with you there are lots of projects to knit using
needles from sizes us 15 to us 50 as well as some that use extra large needles 35mm and the great
thing about using big needles is that you can work up items quickly to great effect divided into three
chapters chunky textures summer knits and mega knits and using a variety of beautiful bulky yarns
there s a whole host of inspiration here for any knitter hats scarves and other winter items are all
featured in different stitches and yarns but there are lightweight knits too including a tunic dress
shrug cardigan and cowl go from small scale ideas a necklace headband coin purse and bangles to
supersize projects such as the oversized shawl throw body warmer and pouffe there s a comprehensive
techniques section too which covers the basics for beginners and acts as a reference guide for
experienced knitters
Big-Needle Knits for the Home 2004-12 big needle knitting is the way to go for quick results and
fantastic style each design in this book is knit on size 10 or larger needles using a variety of interesting
yarns from plymouth yarn company
Big Needle Knitting 2006-02-01 bring the hygge home with these chic and cozy chunky knits this
book shows you how to use jumbo knitting needles and crochet hooks or just your hands and arms to
create fun trendy accessories for yourself and your home even if you re a beginner this book is for you
chunky knitting uses thick yarn so it s easy to work with without worrying about being too precise
although the knitting is quick and easy the results are charming this book includes a wide variety of
accessories with 23 different projects including up your infinity scarf game with a comfy cable knit
neckwarmer a loose knit beanie that s both cute and practical multiple headbands to help you create
the perfect hair accessories an oversized clutch to make your next night out a bit funkier a warm
blanket to snuggle up with a cat bed for your fur child illustrated step by step lessons in the basics of
hand arm knitting chunky knitting and chunky crochet take you through each project while lifestyle
images of the finished pieces provide inspiration
Chic & Simple Chunky Knits 2021-03-02 now in pdf over 100 simple and stylish projects ever find
yourself coveting a fabulous knit scarf but don t think you could ever make it yourself if so classic knits
is set to be your new favourite companion packed with over 100 projects fit for the whole family you ll
be sure to find lots of stylish items you d like to make perfect for beginners with step by step
instructions and close up photos it includes information on basic equipment mastering techniques key
knitting stitches and advice on how to follow patterns friendly to the more seasoned knitter so you can
take your pick from the comprehensive range of scarves hats and other essentials or find inspiration
for new ideas like throws cushions and adorable toys whether you have just started knitting or are
already experienced and want stylish new patterns classic knits is the essential book for anyone
interested in knitting
Big Book of Knitting 2013-02-01 35 knitting and crocheting projects for a cosy crafty weekend now
available in pdf enjoy quick and easy knitting and crocheting using giant knitting needles and thick
yarns with knitting with giant needles use a few relaxing hours on the sofa to catch up with the latest
trend of knitting with giant needles and create beautiful and unique accessories for your wardrobe and
home in no time you can choose from 35 gorgeous inspirational projects to fill your weekends from
scarves and shoulder bags to cushions and blankets you can even choose from variations of the
projects to ensure you get your perfect crafty creation ideal for creating individual accessories or gifts
whether you are an experienced knitter or just starting out step by step knitting pictures show basic
techniques making knitting easy for everyone knitting with giant needles is perfect if you have a spare
couple of hours or are a weekend knitter with quick success and beautiful results
Knitting with Giant Needles 2014-03-03 lace gets a whole new look lace has traditionally been knit
in finer weight yarns to create airy delicate designs but when knit in bulky yarns lace becomes bold
graphic and dramatic working with thicker yarns also makes the projects move along more quickly and
the lace repeats shorter so it s easy to learn new stitches and techniques for those new to bulky yarns
barbara benson shows you how these yarns work best in lace designs and provides tips and tricks for
reading and executing lace patterns then you are ready to knit any of the 20 patterns for beautiful lacy
shawls mitts hats cowls blankets and more gorgeous photography by gale zucker shows the pieces to
their full stunning effect get those big needles and chunky yarn ready to roll



Big Yarn, Beautiful Lace Knits 2019-07-01 it takes such a short time to knit a full size afghan on large
oversized needles that it will soon be time to pick the next one this great collection will satisfy every
knitter who longs for wonderful projects that don t take forever
Big Needle Knit Afghans 2004-02-01 pick up a pair of big needles and knit colorful modern patterns
in no time if you appreciate a quick project or something cuddly and soft that you can really sink your
fingers into then you will find plenty of inspiration in chunky knits lauren aston specializes in patterns
using super bulky yarns and big needles which are perfect for speedily knitting up a pillow cover
blanket or beanbag for your home plus if you re looking for something new to wear there are patterns
for a hat slipper socks a snood a shawl and more that can all be made in no time chunky knits features
a full techniques section explaining all of the stitches you will need to know making this a great pick
for knitting newbies and chunky knit masters
Chunky Knits: 35 projects to make 2024-11-12 the 7 projects in this book are created with worsted or
bulky yarns on size 10 1 2 11 and 13 needles includes hints on big needle knitting
Learn to Do Big-needle Knitting 2004-12-01 offers knitting patterns for stylish women s knitwear
specifically designed for plus sizes including wraps shrugs boleros tunics jackets cardigans slipovers
and accessories
Big Knits 2015-05-05 guys want their knits to be warm and comfortable and to look good too if you
love to knit for the men in your life this book will help you meet those requirements with style
Great Knit Sweaters for Guys Big & Small 2016-01-15 describes and illustrates the basic
techniques of knitting provides reference information on knitting problems features advice on tools
and materials and includes a variety of patterns
Big Book of Knitting 2001 give your knitting a touch of sparkle judith durant shows you how to add
beads to any knitting pattern using five easy to learn techniques it s simple fun and can be done right
on your knitting needles with step by step instructions for each technique as well as 16 original
patterns you ll be turning simple bags and wearables into stunning special occasion creations in no
time from eye catching knit caps to surprisingly intricate socks you ll be inspired to explore the
endless possibilities of beaded knitting
Great Big Knits 1993 discover this fresh relaxed approach to knitting for kids you ll delight in this
collection that blends timesaving techniques with smart fashion for children knit up sweaters
cardigans a tunic a party dress and more choose from 14 up to date designs for girls and boys sizes 4
through 12 start and finish projects with plenty of time left for kids to wear them before they outgrow
them big needles mean faster easier knitting minimal finishing requirements make patterns a snap to
complete flexible options make it easy to substitute different yarns
Knit One, Bead Too 2012-07-06 a step by step guide to learn how to knit beautiful pieces in the
round can you knit flat if so then you can also knit in the round there is no big mystery to it and this
book will teach you how to do it knitting in the round creates a seamless circular fabric and opens up a
world of possibilities for crafts such as hats sweaters cowls and socks knitting in the round often
known as circular knitting produces a seamless tube such as in socks sweaters and hats when you
work in the round you d first cast on a number of stitches then join the first and last cast on stitches to
continue knitting the knitting spirally progresses in rounds like the rows in flat knitting circular
knitting has numerous benefits the fabric s weight is uniformly distributed on the needles reducing
stress on the arms and wrists purling is not necessary in stockinette stitch which is frequently seen as
one of the huge benefits of circular knitting the creation of garments like sweaters is also made easier
because knitting in the round nearly completely removes the finishing processes of sewing the sweater
together although double pointed needles dpns can be used to knit in the round however starting with
a circular needle is advised because it is easier to use you will also have to use a bunch of stitches
when knitting in the round such that the stitches span the complete circumference of the circular
needle you will rapidly master knitting in the round with a circular needle if you practice consistently
with it there are various techniques tips tools and troubleshooting tricks you must be familiar with
which are vital for your success in circular knitting and that s what this book aims to help you achieve
below are snippets of what you will learn 1 tools and accessories of circular knitting plus pointers to
make the right choice 2 important knitting terms and abbreviations 3 circular knitting tips and
techniques such as knitting jogless stripes knitting swatches casting on in the round joining stitches in
the round magic loop technique increasing and decreasing etc 4 basic stitches in circular knitting such
as knit stitch purl stitch stockinette stitch garter stitch etc 5 troubleshooting common circular knitting
problems 6 5 sample circular knitting projects to get you started in becoming a pro and lots more so
what are you waiting for get a copy of this book right now to get started
Clever Knits 2002-02-11 big bold beautiful knits perfect for beginners and procrasti knitters with big
needles and oversized yarn anyone can knit up fun stylish patterns in a flash alyssarhaye graciano
knitwear designer and founder of blacksheepmade filled this book with quick projects perfect for your
friends family pets and home especially good for beginners thick yarn makes it easy to see all of your
stitches as you re working even if you mess up bulkier yarns make it simple to find and fix your
mistakes experienced knitters can zip through last minute gifts the cascades cowl only takes two hours
and traditionally time consuming large scale projects like the extra cozy homebody blanket try your
hand at arm knitting with eye catching knits like the hella big arm knit scarf add a pop of color to your
home with ember s circle rug or even bring some funky style to your wardrobe with cute accessories
like the retro pnw beanie or the striking radius hooded cowl with this book full of no fail patterns and a
basketful of chunky yarns you can learn new stitches with confidence and have cool custom pieces in
no time at all



Circular Knitting Handbook 2022-05-26 have you always wanted to knit know the basics but you re
looking to stretch your knitting skills knitting patterns for dummies is chock full of simple instructions
and easy to follow patterns to help you create a wide range of classic beautiful knits for the whole
family from clothing to household items to gift ideas this fun friendly guide gives you scores of new
ways to have fun with needles and yarn with great projects such as basic ponchos and pullovers felted
bags and slippers cabled sweaters and home and baby accessories to name a few you get step by step
instructions for all the patterns in the book along with line drawings and 8 pages of full color photos to
guide you and with the variations added at the end of many of the patterns you ll have almost 100
projects to choose from you ll discover how to select the right yarn and needles decipher knitting lingo
measure your gauge read a pattern and understand garment sizing work with common stitches such as
the stockinette garter seed box and half linen handle ribbing cabling and knitting lace work with
patterns with rectangles circles and triangles use colorful stitches such as the stripes fair isle and
mosaic join shapes together in your design create different textures and add color throughout a piece
or just as accents you ll also find ten things you can knit with that aren t yarn or needles as well as
plenty of tips for caring for your knits once they re complete from beanies to bags to blankets knitting
patterns for dummies has it all everything you need to pick up your sticks and get creative right away
Chunky Knits 2020-01-28 this book contains items knitted in a fabulous range of chunky colourful
yarns and using the largest sizes of needles available making them easy to follow and quick to
complete
Knitting Patterns For Dummies 2011-02-09 knit letters from a to z in 3d for creative personalized
projects knit the alphabet is the only book on the market to focus on 3d knitted letters features twenty
six unique knitting patterns with three size variations and three bonus patterns ampersand star and
heart the knitting patterns are quick and easy to make and are made as one piece so no need to sew a
seam every letter can be made in three sizes approximately 3 5 6 5 or 11 inches high simply by
changing your needle and yarn size completed letters can be used individually or combined to make
words or phrases great to use to decorate your home or as personalized accessories jewelry and gift
wrapping includes full basic knitting techniques perfect for beginners and more experienced knitters
alike
Big Knitting 2005 contains seventy two stitch patterns with photos instructions and charts designed
to share projects that can be created through knitting
Knit the Alphabet 2014-03-21 with circular and double pointed needles discover the pleasure of having
fewer seams to sew at the end and for larger projects you won t have long straight needles poking out
to the side
Easy Textured Knits 2012 the eight striking afghans in this book by rita weiss will have knitters of all
skill levels rejoicing these fun designs take advantage of big needles and multiple strands of medium
or bulky weight yarn to make them quick to finish and perfect for your home or for gift giving knitters
looking for a traditional pattern will enjoy making rapid ripple while those who primarily want to relax
may prefer garter greatness so grab your needles and some yarn and get ready to make afghans that
will amaze your family and friends in record time designs include rapid ripple southwest landscape
rosy outlook sweet honeycomb dazzling peacock textured arrowheads festive tweed and garter
greatness needle sizes range from 11 to 17
Knitting in the Round 2004 they re hiding under the bed and in the closet and anywhere else you ve
stashed yarn they re friendly little monsters and they re ready to come out and play popular designer
rebecca danger presents 20 patterns for the most adorable monsters ever to climb off a pair of knitting
needles all are shown in two colorways and most are done in two yarn weights to help you pick the
perfect yarn to suit your monster s personality
Big-Needle Knits to Wear 2004-12 introduction it s all in the details the use of what designers call
fully fashioned shaping marks the difference between an ordinary ho hum sweater and an undeniably
spectacular fashion garment using mirrored increases and decreases slanting certain stitches toward
the left or the right to create design details can easily give a garment a couture touch it is the
construction difference between an 80 j crew cashmere v neck sweater and the one that sells for 200
in the same catalog though both are knitted out of the same soft yarn the less expensive sweater is
usually made by assembling front back or sleeve pieces cut from huge bolts of machine knit fabric and
then sewn with a serger while the more expensive sweater is created with hand manipulated machine
made knitting stitches many handknitters already use shaping details in their garments decreases for
armholes necklines or sleeve caps and increases for sleeves we don t cut our pieces into shape we knit
them into shape but most knitters do not understand how shaping works or how to use simple
increases and decreases to add visual interest to their garments i ve taught these techniques to
hundreds of knitters and during my workshop they begin to look at their knitting in a whole new way i
still remember that exciting aha moment when a student in one of my classes worked her first fully
fashioned v neckline a few years ago it s so neat and perfect she proudly proclaimed in these pages we
will explore simple fully fashioned techniques and how to apply them to create interesting designer
elements and flattering shaping details in garments for any body shape you will learn that just adding
a few extra details can take any project to an entirely new level of sophistication chapter 1 of this book
is a refresher course on all the basics any knitter will need to master from different increase and
decrease methods to knitting charts 101 and the dos and don ts of figure flattery chapter 2 illustrates
simple ways to incorporate fully fashioned shaping in stockinette garments included are four wearable
and knittable projects to get your needles clicking as you practice these basic shaping techniques
chapter 3 provides ways of using fully fashioned shaping for designer details such as decorative raglan



seams and figure flattering vertical lines many of the projects include incorporated neckbands and
armbands to make the finishing of the garment faster and easier chapter 4 delves into exciting ways to
use strategically placed increases and decreases to create figure flattering sweaters some of the
projects in this section even use fully fashioned details to fool the eye and create the illusion of shape
you don t have to have a perfect hourglass shape to look great throughout the book you ll discover
little body shape icons that will direct you to garments that are specifically designed for your
individual figure type diagonal lines will draw attention to certain sections of the garment and of your
body if you re going to take the time and spend the money to make custom garments you might as well
knit flattering ones you ll have fun experimenting with fully fashioned designer details and using your
knitting prowess to create knockout pieces that fit and flatter let s get started
Quick Knit Afghans 2011-06 who knew you could actually knit without needles put down those
complicated knitting projects that take forever to finish knitting without needles brings cool home gifts
and clothing accessories cowls totes rugs poufs scarves and more within arm s reach an all in one
resource for a new kind of craft this book shows you how to loop yarn with your fingers or your
forearms with thirty patterns that are simple to follow and produce stylish results best of all many of
them knit up fast in less than an hour even if you ve never picked up knitting needles you can easily
master the techniques to make fun knits with kids and for kids a princess crown baby booties and even
last minute gifts a statement necklace for your fashionista friend with stunning photography plenty of
step by step photos and a detailed resource section knitting without needles is your go to for a new
way to knit
The Big Book of Knitted Monsters 2011-01-18 here s a fresh take on the crafts of rugmaking and
knitting the very first book of its kind these 21 stylish rug projects are so eye catching that it s hard to
believe that even novice knitters can create them but they can thanks to a thorough section on knitting
basics sumptuously illustrated with more than 60 how to photographs advice on embellishments
including embroidery fringes and tassels and instruction on finishing touches such as weaving ends
sewing seams blocking backing and lining put this knowledge to work on a multicolored big needle
garter stitch rug knit and purl oval rug thunderbird wall tapestry and others every rug is beautifully
photographed in a home setting and includes patterns and ideas for modifying the design the author
lives in longmont co
Big Knits 1990 packed with tips and tricks on what to avoid what to embrace and how to modify any
design to flatter the body this guide and its 25 patterns show curvy girls how to look gorgeous in
colorful texture rich knitwear
The Perfect Fit for Knitting Totally Modern Patterning for Designer Essential Techniques 2024-01-04
learn to knit using your arms and fingers no need for needles if you like large scale knits or you
appreciate the bigger stitches and open texture you can achieve by knitting with your arms or fingers
then you will find plenty of inspiration in arm and finger knitting breaking free from the constraints of
normal needle sizes laura strutt demonstrates how to do all the usual stitches and techniques using
just your arms and hands from plain knit stitch to seed stitch increasing and decreasing and knitting
with two or more strands of yarn at a time to make the best use of the unique texture and scale of no
needle knitting she has designed 35 stylish projects for you to make for the home and to wear there
are stylish arm knitted scarves and throws but also a simple stool cover a stylish gilet and a shawl you
can knit in under an hour using finger knitting you can quickly create place settings a bath mat and
even a necklace a photographically illustrated step by step guide to techniques covers everything you
need to know from casting on to cabling clearly and simply it s no wonder there is so much interest in
arm and finger knitting when you can get spectacular results in such a short time
Knitting Without Needles 2015-09-01 create your own slice of the big apple with twenty colorful
projects for knitters of all skill levels from little characters to quirky accessories stitch new york the
knitty city that never stops stitching want a breakfast with handmade holly golightly knit feisty fiber
firefighters or hail a small yellow taxi that really rolls from proud and purly little lady liberty to the
squishy empire state to the star struck broadway beanie stitch new york is a melting pot of big apple
knitting patterns can t knit fuggedaboudit we ll show you how and have you knitting in a new york
minute so hop in cast on and lose your heart to the homemade metropolis of stitch new york go on
The Knitted Rug 2004 this book teaches the aspiring crafter everything you would need to know
about knitting in step by step projects by the end of the book you will have learned all the knitting
stitches to follow patterns and make your own creations knitter extraordinaire louise walker s mantra
is if you can knit purl increase and decrease then you can make anything in this book she teaches you
all the basic techniques you need to know to make the most exciting and achievable knits assuming
that you ve never held a needle before the book introduces you the basics and teaches you new
techniques as and when you need them without overloading you with information the best thing is that
most of the projects use chunky and super chunky yarn which means that the wool is easy to handle
you can see your stitches more easily and your project will grow quickly unlike other knitting books
first time knits has links to accessible online video tutorials as you go through the book there are also
louise s knitters who work on the same project as you they tell you their knitting stories and compare
their finished knits with you helping you identify the common mistakes made why they ve made them
and how to fix them this knitting book is perfect for crafters who want to make something beautiful
quickly but are intimidated by most knitting patterns projects include animal phone cosy bear cup
warmer tiger scarf whale bottle carrier turtle coaster faux taxidermy bobble hat hot dog toy rainbow
raglan jumper
More Big Girl Knits 2008 learn and execute numerous techniques in knitwear shaping with this guide



for advanced knitters featuring twenty four stylish projects in the shape of knitting innovative designer
lynne barr gives readers a fascinating in depth master class on the techniques that can be used to
shape flat and dimensional pieces of knitting increases decreases short rows dividing and combining
stitches and adding sections she both reviews tried and true methods explaining their pros and cons
and showcases many new ones that she has masterminded herself to illustrate the best uses of these
innovations she includes twenty four fashion fresh easy to wear projects focusing mainly on
accessories that can be finished quickly such as scarves cowls shawls hats and mittens fun cool photos
of the finished designs combined with clear close up step by step photos make this groundbreaking
book both beautiful and hardworking praise for the shape of knitting if you are a knitter who likes
going beyond tradition going beyond the preferred wisdom of what you can and cannot do in knitting
then you should get this book it may open your eyes to a whole new way of designing my central jersey
s in stitches blog on the heels of her mind stretching book reversible knitting comes the shape of
knitting she s figured out a cool style of slipper for this book that i m smitten with if you need to feed
your knitting mind get this book it s a feast knitty com i was super impressed with lynne barr s creative
knitting projects especially the big button cowl sweetlymade com innovative designer lynne barr s in
depth masterclasses of techniques in new book the shape of knitting add dimension to knits as
beautiful as they are groundbreaking a must for keen pattern adapters and knitters mollie makes i
didn t think it was possible to admire lynne barr more than i did after her last book boy was i wrong
kangath knits if you have any interest in the creative possibilities of knitwear design then you need to
immediately get hold of a copy the shape of knitting to put on your shelf next to lynne s previous book
kate davies designs
Arm & Finger Knitting 2015-03-12 snuggle up by the fire with these 24 knit afghans the perfect shield
from winter s chill relatively quick and easy each solid color wrap offers comforting warmth while
adding a welcome spot of color to the gray days of winter
Stitch New York 2012-11-29 nothing is better on a chilly winter night than wrapping up in a cozy
comfy afghan you ve knit yourself here are five fantastic big needle designs you can knit quickly for
cool weather comfort knit some for yourself and some to give away everyone loves to be cuddled in
afghans like these 5 afghans cozy warm afghan diamonds are for cuddling fireside comfort afghan
tiffany afghan and tuck me in afghan
First Time Knits 2020-08-07 everything you need to teach yourself how to knit from casting on to
creating your own designs this new edition of dk s knitting bible takes you from beginner to expert
with hundreds of step by step techniques more than 120 stitch patterns for a variety of knitting
stitches and 20 knitting projects suitable for all abilities fully illustrated and easy to use the knitting
book is a one stop resource for beginners and a rich source of inspiration for keen knitters who want to
progress their skills and try new stitch patterns each technique is shown in clear photographic steps
and explained with helpful annotations and arrows from basic casting on to intricate fair isle and cable
patterns a photographic stitch gallery showcases over 120 different stitches to inspire you try your
hand at everything from garter stitch to intarsia or customize projects with your own stitch choices
this updated edition features 10 brand new project patterns including an arm knitting pattern as well
as 10 projects from the original edition that have been reimagined with new yarns and fresh colours
simple clear and comprehensive the knitting book is the only ebook you need to progress your skills
and create beautiful unique handmade pieces
The Shape of Knitting 2019-11-26
Big Book of Quick Knit Afghans 2000-10
Five Big Needle Afghans 2006-06
The Knitting Book 2019-09-05
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